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Ready for Boarding

performing arts | documentary | installation
The Brachland-Ensemble is a group of theatre professionals from the fields of acting, performance,
directing, dance and film. It implements projects between the poles of performing arts, documentary
and installation, analysing social constructions and questioning the resulting conventions.
The selection of topics reflects the ensemble‘s artistic diversity: current political events like the release
of the CIA torture report, critical approaches to
media and society as well as personal artistic issues
are building the starting point to the project development. Partially based on research up to 18 months.
For instance, the ensemble conducted interviews in
India, Ghana, Israel and Palestine, as well as in Sweden,
Belgium and Germany and has built an international
Network with artists and organisations (e.g. Amnesty
International and the german UNICEF commission).
Since their foundation in 2011 a wide range of projects
has emerged: from solo works and reduced performances,
through complex video installations and site-specific
video walks, up to acting productions with large cast
and inner-city parlour games in public space with participation of a whole town (town jubilee, Fulda 2019).

As of January 2018 the artistic direction is in the hands of
Dominik Breuer (Brussels), Maria Isabel Hagen (Hamburg)
und Gunnar Seidel (Nuremberg). The ensemble‘s fundings are always project-related. There is no fix venue.
Awards
2017: Audience award in Kassel for Ready for
Boarding during the MADE-Festival
2017: Jury Award at the Hessian Theater-Days for Ready for Boarding
2016: Nominated for Innovation Award
Social-Culture for Lebensläufer
2015: Cultural Promotion Award of the city of Kassel
2013: Nomination Kurt Hackenberg Award for Political Theatre for In the sweat of thy face, Cologne
2013: Award „Young Experts“ for Idols,
Hessian Theatre Days, Gießen
2011: Jury Award for blinder,
“AllesWasTanzt“ Festival, Cologne

concept

dominik breuer

maria isabel hagen

gunnar seidel

After high school
he completed his
education till 2001
at the Westphalian
Acting School
Bochum and at the
Young Theater Leverkusen. Several
engagements followed at theaters
in Hamburg, Giessen, Heidelberg,
Bielefeld, Bremerhaven, Dresden,
Remscheid and Stuttgart. He also
worked with free groups like boat
people project, backsteinhausprodukion, satellitprodukion and the
nanine-linning-company. He is also
working as a speaker, playwright and
teacher in drama, role study, movement and stagefight. As a director
and choreographer he worked at
theaters in Remscheid, Dornbirn,
Dresden, Bremerhaven, Bielefeld
and Giessen. His productions earned
several nominations and awards.

Studied at the
Institute for
Applied Theatre
Studies in Gießen
and at the Iceland
Academy of the
Arts in Reykjavík. She graduated
in 2015 with her master performance Wahrscheinlich Weinen.

Gunnar Seidel
is a freelancing
actor, performer
and director,
living in Nuremberg. Throughout
Germany he works in independent
projects as well as at city and state
theatres. He studied rhetorics from
2002 till 2003 in Tübingen and
acting from 2003 till 2007 at the
Hochschule für Musik und Theater
Hannover. 2007 to 2010 he was
working at the Stadttheater Gießen.
After his employment and an internship with Michael Thalheimer at the
Schauspiel Frankfurt in 2011, he was
guest actor at Theater Aalen, Stadttheater Gießen, Theater Paderborn,
Staatstheater Kassel. Since 2015 he
works on a regular basis with the
performance collective Pandora
Pop (Munich) and in independent
prductions at the Tafelhalle Nuremberg – as actor as well as director

www.dominikbreuer.com

She has performed in several durational and site specific performances
and installations, with Eleonora
Herder and Leander Rypchinsky.
Within a student team she has led
different pop-up gallery projects in
Gießen, she is involved in the organising of several theatre festivals and
writes critics for her own Blog, newspapers and theatre festivals (Outnow! Festival at the Schwankhalle
Bremen, Treibstoff Festival Basel).
At the moment she lives and
works in Hamburg, Frankfurt am
Main and Erlangen as a dramaturg, director and academic.
mariaisabelhagen.wordpress.com

Since fall 2017 he has a lectureship
for scenic-dramatic classes at the
College for Music Nuremberg.
www.gunnarseidel.de

morgane de toeuf

annemarie schorcht

eric rentmeister

Morgane de
Toeuf, born in
1987, was raised
in Belgium.From
2005 to 2008 she
joined the Geneva
Junior Ballet directed by Patrice
Delay and Sean Wood. There she
received intense technical training
and worked with many choreographers from the Swiss and international scene, In July 2008 Morgane
signed her first contract with the
TanzCompagnie Gießen (Germany)
directed by Tarek Assam, where she
stayed for three years. Since Summer 2011 she has been freelancing
in Cologne. First in “Contrast Ratio”
from Massimo Gerardi (movingtheatre.de), then as a dancer and
choreographic assistant for Guido
Markowitz and Tarek Assam (Schritt.
Art Company) in “Human Zoo”.

Born 1990 in
Leipzig, Annemarie
Schorcht lives in
Fürth, Bavaria
and recently
earned her master’s degree in Theatre and Media
Studies. During her studies, she
was a freelance sound designer
and founded the sound art group
‘Klangtapete’ (‘sound wallpaper’),
which visited numerous festivals,
e. g. 100°, Playpublik Berlin and
‘Arena ... Of The Young Arts’.

2004 diploma in
acting, singing
and dancing at th
Folkwang Hochschule Essen. Was
working for operas
e.g. in Hannover, Berlin, Karlsruhe,
Cologne, Nuremberg, Dortmund
and Munich. He choreographed
several musicals at the Theaters in
Heilbronn and Dortmund and was
director at the WTT Remscheid.

From 2013 – 2016 she worked as the
choreography assistant of Nanine Linning in Heidelberg. 2017 she started
studying natural scienes in Brussels.

In 2014 and 2015, she worked as
assistant director and artistic manager at Gandersheimer Domfestspiele and in the public relations
department of Tafelhalle Nuremberg.
Since 2017 head of marketing at
the Tafelhalle Nuremberg. in 2018
she will be the production manager for the new play VERLIEBEN.

Since 2009 Eric Rentmeister is
course tutor and head of academy
for the Deutsche SchülerAkademie.
He teaches at Hochschule Osnabrück, led projects at University
Hildesheim and was guest teacher
at the Folkwang University of Arts.
Furthermore he is a certified teacher
for the Alexander Techique at
Alexander Technique International.
www.eric-rentmeister.de

Ensemble

anika pinter
Anika Pinter is
based in Berlin,
working as an
actress, speaker,
director and
rhetoric-coach.
After acting-studies she was working
as an ensemble-member at Vorarlberger Landestheater Bregenz. After
that she was working at theatres in
Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
2010 she finished her studies in
rhetoric speech and communication (M.A.) at the University
of Regensburg. Since then she
is also working as a rhetoric
and communication coach.
Since 2015 Anika Pinter is in
the leading team of Burghofspiele Falkenstein and is directing the annual open air play.

irina ries

milan pešl
Irina Ries is
born fall 1982
in Wiesbaden.

After graduating
high school she
studies acting
at the Bavarian Theatre Academy
August Everding and the Conservatory for Musik and Theatre
in Munich. Meanwhile she works
for the Residenztheater Munich,
Metropoltheater Munich and
E.T.A.-Hoffmann-Theater Bamberg.
2007 she has her debut at the
Stadttheater Gießen as Jeanne in
Mouawad’s VERBRENNUNGEN and
plays as ensemble member in various
productions till summer 2011. Jobs
follow in Munich, Marburg, Eisenach
and Meiningen. Ries goes to Junges
Staatstheater Wiesbaden as actress
and director and is living in Gießen
again since 2016. Besides being
actress and director, Ries works as
voice actress at aaron:.film and gives
workshops in “body and voice”.
www.irinaries.de

Milan Pešl studied
acting in Hamburg, followed
by work at stages
in Munich and
Hamburg as well
as trips to theatre festivals in Colombia and South Korea. Besides being
onstage he works as musician at the
theatre or in bands and as speaker.
For instance he produced numerous audio plays for SWR, WDR or
DLR Kultur, of which several got
audio play awards. Since 2009
Milan Pešl is ensemble member
of the Stadttheater Gießen and
played in noumerous productions.
Further Milan Pešl works as director, being specially interested in
looking for unusual aesthetics.
In the beginning of 2015 he made
Stanislav Lem’s novel SOLARIS
and 2017 his own written plot
IN EWIGKEIT into performative live audio plays, for which
he also wrote the music.
He has a daughter and lives
in Gießen and Siegen.
www.milanp.de

felix kramer

gäste

Born 1987 in
Kassel. After his
acting training
in Kassel 20082011 he studies
visual communication at the Kunsthochschule
Kassesince 2012l, with focus on
animation and new media.

Lukas Thiele (Berlin), Karolina M.
Kolodziej (Köln), Helge Ahrens (Kassel), Katrin Banse (Münster), Sophie
Bartels (Magdeburg), Jan Bobke
(Kassel), Björn Bonn (Berlin), Dirk
Böttcher (Kassel), Behzad Borhani
(Gießen), Jakob Briehle (Kassel),
Brice Deloose (Brüssel), Isaak
Dentler (Frankfurt), Sophia Dobers
(Kassel), Axel Garbelmann (Kassel),
Lara Gesell (Kassel), Helge Gutbrod
(Berlin), Nelly Heyer (Kassel), Bernd
Hölscher (Kassel), Prof. Dr. Barbara
Hornberger (Hildesheim), Franziska
Isensee (Nürnberg), Odilie Kennerknecht (Gießen), Andreas Kloos
(Hamburg), Lisa Matthäus (Kassel),
Anna Meißner (Kassel), Jan Riesenbeck (Kassel), Nikolay Sidorenko
(Kassel), Barbara Stollhans (Frankfurt), Tim Tölke (Paderborn), Benjamin Türk (Kassel), Valeska Weber
(Kassel), Astrid Weigel (Kassel), Carola Welter (Fritzlar), Manfred Zalfen
(Kassel), Karin Zeumer (Kassel)

For THE CURIOSITY OF BRAIN he
drew the videos, which fill the
whole room and become acting
partner for Dominik Breuer.
For REVOLUTION he illustrated
scientific facts and made a cartoon
based on the drwaing aof a tomato.
As an independent cartoonist and
illustrator he works for several
clients in the regional culture,
like Museumslandschaft Hessen
Kassel, Stadt Kassel, EAM, IHK
Nordhessen, ARGE Plasmapherese, Diabetiker Baden-Württemberg. Lately he exhibited in the
Schloss Wilhelmshöhe and the
Museum für Sepulkralkultur.
www.felix.de

Ensemble

revolution: everything will be fine
Documentary play in cooperation between the Brachland-Ensemble and the Theater Aachen, the Tafelhalle im KunstKulturQuatier Nuremberg and the Regional Center for Political
Education NRW.

“This theater evening is recommended to
those who want to protect themselves from
fatalism and agony. As well as those who
stand up for the world. A lot of applause!”
Aachener Zeitung

Everything will be fine! That sounds like a bold thesis in view of the current global situation. And yet, it’s much better than they’re trying to
make us believe. Who in our society gives the impetus to change things
for the better? Who are the protagonists who become active - realistic
and solution-oriented, thus triggering innovation or even revolutionizations? For one and a half years the Brachland-Ensemble researched
in 10 different countries on 3 continents and takes viewers on a documentary world tour: live from downtown, across European borders
to Israel, Ghana, Sweden and India - on stage via the Internet.
directors Dominik Breuer, Gunnar Seidel dramaturgy Maria Isabel Hagen, Inge
Zeppenfeld stage design Franziska Isensee videoanimation Felix Kramer with
Anika Pinter, Sophie Bartels, Katja Zinsmeister, Ali Can, Simon Rußig
sponsored by the Cultural Unit Nuremberg, the Hessian Ministry for Science and Art, the Cultural
Department Kassel, Kulturhaus Dock 4, the Zeitlehren Foundation, Sebastian Cobler Foundation and
Doris Wuppermann Foundation.
thanks to the German UNESCO Commission for its backing with a “Letter of Support”.
premiere Nov 2017 - Theater Aachen Duration 100 min age recommendation 12+
language german or english
online-archive in ccooperation with: www.alternation.info

www.brachland-ensemble.de

„Poetic, shrill, humorous, radically un-radical – with their Playful-raPid documentary style they transform the stage into a
cabinet of marvelling, into a wondrous zoetrope, that is Powered
by empathy and whose Pictures show a contagious curiosity and
openness. Predicate valuable!” www.movieaachen.de

current

ready for boarding
Live Audio Play in cooperation with Amnesty International
and Tafelhalle Nuremberg.
Awarded the jury prize „Verstehen“ („Understanding“) at the Hessian Theatre Days 2017 as well as the Kassel Audience Award of the MADE Festival.

“A cleverly composed mosaic of
recorded sounds and text blocks, in
which the violent dimension of this
crime against humanity is uncomplicatedly revealed.” Echo Online

Project on the investigation report of the US Senate Secret Service
Committee on the Central Intelligence Agency‘s detention and interrogation program.Three speakers, sitting at microphones, dressed
up in business suits, set the stunning text to sound, with very few
props. It is in parts rewritten as dialogues to translate the report
of 600 pages into vivid but still incomprehensible situations.

text version and direction Dominik Breuer dramaturgy Gunnar Seidel sounds Milan Pesl with
(changing cast) Maria Isabel Hagen, Irina Ries, Morgane de Toeuf, Dominik Breuer, Milan Pesl, Eric
Rentmeister, Gunnar Seidel
sponsored by the Hessian Ministry of Science and Art, the Cultural Office of the City of Kassel and
the Sebastian Cobler Foundation, thanks to Freunde + Förrderer Schlosstheater Fulda e. V. and
Kulturhaus Dock 4
premiere 22nd April 2016 in Kassel duration 80 min. age recommendation 16+
language German or English

„Poetisch, schrill, humorvoll, radikal unradikal – mit ihrem
verspielt-rasanten dokumentarischen Stil verwandeln sie
die Bühne in ein Kabinett des Staunens, in ein wundersames
Zoetrop, das von Empathie angetrieben wird und dessen
Bilder von ansteckender Neugierde und Offenheit zeugen.
Prädikat: wertvoll!“

“At the end the cold has work its way up from legs over back and clenched
into the neck. It is dark and dead silent for endless minutes. It takes time until
the hands can move to applause and honour the Esemble’s effort.”
Allgemeine Zeitung (Rhein Main Presse)

current

“This exhibition is everything at the same time: it is shocking
and bad. And it is fascinating and beautiful. It is about pursuit
and escape. The issues of our time. And the Brachland-Ensemble
packs as much as possible into these “Lebensläufer”. But foremost
reality.” -- Kölner Stadt Anzeiger

www.brachland-ensemble.de

lebensläufer

(roughly translated: ‘life runners’, also: Lebensläufe = CV’s)

Exhibition and lecture performance in cooperation
with Westdeutsches Tourneetheater Remscheid
and Junges Theater Leverkusen
Nominated for the Innovation Award Social-Culture
Young refugees were brought into contact with german senior citizens, who
fled during 2nd world war, or tried in DDR times to make it over the wall
to the west. By being pen friends they could get the chance to encounter –
with an empathetic look and mutual appreciation. So far the starting idea.
But the project evolved and now it tells about much more: good intentions,
that pave some dead ends; how right and injustice are sometimes two
sides of the same coin, and that in rejection towards foreigners it is not
rare to find a bigger commonality with those same people than expected.
concept Dominik Breuer, Eric Rentmeister, Claudia Sowa assistance Steffen Meyn translations Anna
Luisa Ssaada Schmidt, Amir Samaie photos Claudia Dilay Hauf graphic design Felix Kramer layout
Gunnar Seidel speakers Dominik Breuer, Eric Rentmeister, Claudia Dilay Hauf, Maria Isabel Hagen
supported by KulturStadtLeverkusen, SelbstLos Kulturstiftung, Bürgerstiftung Leverkusen, Fonds
Soziokultur, the Ministry for Family, Children, Youth, Culture and Sport NRW, the Caritas Leverkusen,
the RheinEnergie Stiftung - Kultur as well as the Christuskirche Leverkusen- Wiesdorf and the NRW
Landesbüro Freie Darstellende Künste (North Rhine-Westphalia State Office for Performing Arts)
premiere 17 February 2017, Leverkusen / Remscheid duration of reading 60 min. r
ecommended age 6+ language German(with surtitles in Arabic and Farsi)

[...] an ambitious project that focuses on the exchange of
letters between people from different countries and epochs.”
Rheinische Anzeigenblätter

current

“Because it arises from the moment, the
provocative performance is fascinating and
thrilling. After one and a half hours the
audience leaves the room, from inspired to
irritated.” HNA-Kassel

www.brachland-ensemble.de

dictate
performane
Reminders of instructions from parents, at school, at offices, on the
Internet, in the interpersonal world introduce the performance.
Then round 1 begins: A commands B, B executes immediately.
The two performers sharpen the desire to command and the self-evident of humility in the course of the performance and finally
invite the visitors of the evening to intervene themselves.

concept Dominik Breuer, Gunnar Seidel dramaturgy Maria Isabel Hagen pe
rformers Gunnar Seidel, Dominik Breuer, Maria Isabel Hagen, Anika Pinter, Eric Rentmeister

“The pleasure to command - The Brachland-Ensemble fascinates with the
performance ‘Dictate’ ” […] HNA Kassel

Sponsored by the Hessian Ministry of Science and Art and the Cultural Office of the City of Kassel
Premiere 23. Jan. 2014 in Dock 4, Kassel Duration 90 min. age recommendation 14+
language German or English

current

the curiosity of brain
Physical Theatre and Animated Film
in cooperation with the Media Project Centre Kassel
How does our brain behave in view of the increasing flood of information?
Why do we decide on something and why do we just drop some big ideas?
“Brain” - a kind of worker figure between the synapses of the brain - encounters an indefinable impulse. Curiosity leads him on a hunt through regions
of a dreamlike and strange world. This video-technically complex production combines physical theatre with animation films and video mapping.

director Dominik Breuer, Gunnar Seidel video animation Felix Kramer with Dominik Breuer
sponsored by the Hessian Ministry of Science and Art and the Cultural Office of the City of Kassel,
thanks to Kulturhaus Dock 4, the Salzmann Culture Factory. and the Lebenshilfe Region Kassel
premiere May 28,2015 in the studio of the open channel in Kassel culture station duration 80 min.
age recommendation version for 6+ / version for 12+ language German or English

“The actor Dominik Breuer gives an exellent
performance, urgent, thereby easy, like in
passing.” HNA Kassel

www.brachland-ensemble.de

The intelligent, thoughtful staging […] with great video-installations of the student Felix Kramer from Kassel
makes the production a little, grandiose theatre event.”
HNA Kassel

current

The things around us

www.brachland-ensemble.de

the course of history

our world and invites the audience to ask the question:
What is the next step towards an empathic civilization?
director Dominik Breuer

Project with the participation of the people of
the cty of Fulda on the occasion of the jubilee
of the city of Fulda 2019.
1,000 years of market rights, 1275 years of Fulda Castle and the 1,100th
anniversary of the death of King Konrad I. Three jubilees in the city on the
river of the same name in Fulda - a city whose image is dominated by the
cathedral, a baroque quarter, the castle and the historic old town. We look
back on the past, present and future: What kind of city is Fulda in 2019?
And what could the city look like?
concept Maria Isabel Hagen, Dominik Breuer, Gunnar Seidel
information www.stadtjubilaeum-fulda.de

reflexions
Dance theatre - reboot in Brussels 2019
A questionnaire on empathy was developed for “reflexions” and more than 350 anonymous interviews were
conducted throughout Germany. These form the basis of
the text and partly flowed verbatim into the production.
The performance is dedicated to the attempt to explore
the grey tones in the simplified black and white puzzle of

falling in love
Performance in co-production with
Tafelhalle Nuremberg
Premiere: November 2018
The theatre performance “falling in love” deconstructs the eponymous phenomenon on stage and
tries to release it planned. The performance is based
on extracts from classical dramas and films, exploring
archetypal characters. The performance stimulates
discussion about the medial image of masculinity (also
under the influence of immigration) and questions the
phenomenon “falling in love” in the context of advertising sales strategies or as a basis for capitalism.
director Maria Isabel Hagen with Gunnar Seidel stage design and costume
Franziska Isensee video Felix Kramer dramaturgy Lisa-Marie Radtke
production Annemarie Schorcht fundraising Dominik Breuer

outlook

Animals of the night

offers for young audiences
Our productions often arise from a critical question and focus on socio-political issues, especially for young people.
With additional offers, we would like to make it easier for young viewers to get started and gain access to the topics and
forms of theatre that have been dealt with. Preliminary and follow-up interviews have a high priority in our range of
service in order to get to know each other through personal experiences. In addition, we also offer age-specific workshops in which we offer an artistic-playful discussion. The scope can be adjusted - from a few hours to one or more days.

workshops on working methods
Our team consists of professionals with many years of professional experience. The dissemination and development of methods is part of our self-conception.
In artistic workshops we offer insights into working methods. We address both laymen and professionals. The workshops are divided into three thematic areas:
•

body: acting (incl. body and voice training) as well as body art performance

•

head: play development, investigative theatre (handle interview material and scientific publications,)

•

machine: Video on stage (live camera, mapping, live animation, video conferencing) from
the point of view of low-cost hardware and software (Mac and Windows)

Workshops

the things around us

Idols

performative speaking-concert / Premiere: December 2015, Documentary play / WP: February 2013, Kassel / In
Kassel, in cooperation with the band CaroKisteKontrabass cooperation with Lebenshilfe Region Kassel
The band CaroKisteKontrabass and the Brachland ensemble produced dozens of lists of everything they are surrounded by every day and brought them on stage.

Awarded at the Hessian Theatre Days 2013.

With scenes from “Girls in uniform”, the Brachland ensemble lets the rigour of a Prussian boarding school collide with
Based on live music, sounds and speech, the evening invites the care and trust of the integrative ensemble and asks
the viewers to question the implicitness of all existing
the question of what ideals and idols still exist today.
things and to loose themselves in the sound of things.

animals of the night
Drama and Film / WP: March 2014, Kassel
In cooperation with the Lebenshilfe Region Kassel
The production combines acting with physical theatre.
The two actors move in a cinematic parallel world and
interact with characters, which are recorded on video.

I spy, with my little eye
Dance theatre / WP: October 2013, cologne
When I see something, it’s there. Or is it just what I
want to see? In this production, the ensemble dedicates itself to the concept of reality, allowing visitors to
look through the keyhole - and then opens the doors.
A study of perception and the interplay with reality.

mania

Performance / WP: December 2013, Giessen
In “mania” the performer Irina Ries transcends all boundaries of the individual comfort zone. The performer
discusses her own body, that of the audience and examines - while she is talking - the far too small space.

p. r. o. o. p. a. g. a. n. d. a.
Drama / WP: May 2014, cologne / In cooperation with
the Nö theatre and the Orangerie Theater in cologne
Two ensembles - one piece of war. While the Nö theatre
resurrects real memories of the First World War in diaries,
the Brachland Ensemble stages the grotesque escalation
stages of a modern war with two children on stage.

Idols

Archive

in the sweat of thy face

in the sweat of thy face

strangers in babylon

Drama / January 2013, cologne

Documentary video installation / January 2012,
Bremerhaven / In cooperation with the
Initiative Youth Welfare Bremerhaven e. V.

Nominated for the Kurt-Hackenberg-Prize
2013 for political theatre in cologne.
With reduced stage resources and not without humour
the Brachland ensemble explores the questions of
whether and how work is worthwhile, whether and
how this wage changes in the historical context.

two faces
Installation and Performance / June 2012, Leverkusen / In cooperation with the Young Theater Leverkusen and the Secondary School Im Hedrichsfeld.
Starting from the question “What do I (not) want?
young students have created walk-in installations
and short films. In the course of the evening, viewers will be given an insight into the fears, hopes
and potential of an underestimated generation.

roar of a summer
site specific Audiowalk / November 2012, Kassel
What memories remain of an event like the dOCUMENTA
(13)? One summer’s audio walk noise is mainly concerned with the mood that gripped the city of Kassel and
its people. O-tones, interviews, produced memory fragments can be heard as loops in the city centre of Kassel.

Dominik Breuer and Gunnar Seidel were given the
opportunity to live together with unaccompanied
minor children in a residential facility in July 2011. In
addition to interviews with the protagonists and youth
welfare workers, as well as observations of everyday life, fictional short films were shot together.

blinder: me?!
Performance - Dance Theatre / September 2011, cologne
The first part is a five-hour performance in which the dancer
reflects the audience and develops the impressions in
dance - a floor without its own identity, a mirror creature.
In the second part, the performance continues on stage as
part of a choreography: the discovery of one’s own self.

blinder
Dance Theatre / May 2011 at the festival tanzart ostwest
Based on the text “The blind at the wall” by Erich Kästner, Dominik Breuer and Morgane de Toeuf developed
a choreography dedicated to the
perception of passing people.

Archive

cooperations

sponsorships
All sponsorships are project-related.

P. R.O.P.A.G.A.N.D.A.

Partners

guest appearances
All current productions are suitable for guest performances and can be performed in several languages, some of them with surtitles (English, Farsi, Arabic, others on request). Places of performance do not necessarily have to be theatre stages. Adjustments to unusual performance locations (open-air stages, industrial monuments, classrooms, company rooms, etc.) can usually be
realized with little rehearsal effort and are even desirable due to the special atmosphere.

cooperations and commissions
Artistic confrontations can also provide exciting impulses for reflection and innovation in areas far
from the theatre. We are very interested in cooperation with cities (e. g. City Anniversary Fulda 2019),
companies, institutions and associations. From research and concept development to artistic realisation, we work together with you on ideas: Scenic readings, installations, full-length productions in the
fields of theatre and performance or interactive exhibitions such as video walks in public space.
If necessary, we have access to an international network of experts in
the fields of culture, journalism, politics and science.

artistic direction
Are you interested in one of our productions, a cooperation, a workshop or our work in general? We
will be happy to send you the relevant material and, on request, we will provide you with a non-binding cost estimate. Contact us!
Further information, dates, photos and videos as well as registration for the
newsletter can be found at: www.brachland-ensemble.de

gunnar seidel

dominik breuer

maria isabel hagen

artistic direction & finances
gunnar@brachland-ensemble.de

artistic direction & booking
dominik@brachland-ensemble.de

artistic direction & public relations
mariaisabel@brachland-ensemble.de

+49 170 30 22 957

+49 178 561 22 04

+49 170 120 1 120

Nuremberg (D)

Brussels (BE) / Leverkusen (D)

Hamburg (D)

contact

www.brachland-ensemble.de

